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Corsair M55 RGB Pro
Wired Ambidextrous Multi-

Grip Gaming Mouse -
12,400 DPI Adjustable

Sensor - 8 Programmable
Buttons - Black

$54.99
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Short Description

The Corsair M55 RGB PRO Gaming mouse offers game-winning versatility with an ambidextrous design that
fits any grip or hand, and a highly precise 12, 400 DPI optical sensor.

Description

The Corsair M55 RGB PRO Gaming mouse offers game-winning versatility with an ambidextrous design that
fits any grip or hand, and a highly precise 12, 400 DPI optical sensor. Its durable construction, complete with
50 million click-rated Omron switches and a premium braided cable, stands up to the rigors of intense
gaming while minimizing fatigue with a remarkably light weight of just 86G. Start gaming immediately with
simple plug-and-play setup out of the box. Take full control with powerful Corsair iCUE software, enabling
you to swap between left and right-handed modes, assign macros and remaps to eight programmable
buttons, customize RGB Backlighting, and manage three DPI settings that can be switched on the fly. No
matter how you choose to play, stand up to any challenge with the M55 RGB PRO.
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Features

Play at your highest level with a versatile ambidextrous design that lets you game in either hand with
your most comfortable grip, be it Palm, claw, or fingertip
Take precise control over your gaming thanks to a 12, 400 DPI optical sensor for high accuracy tracking
Incredibly lightweight at just 86G, so that you can play effortlessly at your top form for hours
Durable construction featuring 50 million click-rated Omron switches and a premium braided cable
gives the M55 RGB Pro the strength to withstand years of intense gaming sessions
Create an in game advantage with eight fully programmable buttons for powerful macros and Remaps

Specifications

Brand Corsair

Item model number CH-9308011-NA

Hardware Platform PC

Item Weight 3.04 ounces

Product Dimensions 4.9 x 2.25 x 1.57 inches

Item Dimensions LxWxH 4.9 x 2.25 x 1.57 inches

Color Black

Manufacturer Corsair
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Additional Information

Brand Corsair

SKU CH-9308011NA

Weight 0.1800

Color Black

Connection Type USB

LED Color RGB

Vendor SKU/EAN 840006607779


